Résumé. 2014 
The distribution of EM waves scattering from cutaneous surface T. Galal (1) , D. Rondot (1,*) and J. Mignot (1) (1) Laboratoire de Biologie Cutanée, Faculté Abstract. 2014 The general explicit discretized solution for the Beckmann mathematical 2-D model, for the scattering of electromagnetic waves, from a rough boundary (a cutaneous surface was selected for application) was determined numerically and found in accordance with the reality of its topographical quantitative parameters, obtained by a 3-D automated wide range profilometer.
Revue Phys. Appl. 24 (1989) 469 impact on the reflected field levels, but not on the field distribution over the surface, which is the matter of concern in this paper. Also it is wellknown that the surface geometry modifies the scattered field far more than its electrical properties ; this is also borne out by experimental measurements Figure 1 represents the skin surface under consideration, while figure 2 gives the ISO contour We discretized the considered surface of dimensions 2560tJLmx 2 560 03BCm (see Fig. 4 ), into elements, each of the dimensions 20 03BCm x 20 03BCm, using a three dimensional automated wide range profilometer to determine 'x, x 03B6y, ,;, "' and 03C3 (see with a, b and c given by equations ((5), (6) and (7)) respectively.
We have examined equation (21), to ensure that it satisfies the case of grazing incidence, where we find when now we are certain this model confirms the associated imposed condition.
As has been shown above, we evaluated the average value of the scattered field over one element ; AX AY = 20 03BCm x 20, represented by a point « p » on the scattering pattern side (see Fig. 7 ). the ISO level distribution of 03B6 (x,y) on the same skin plateaus and furrows. Figure 11 shows the structure of equilevel contours map of 1 p over the same surface and figure 12 is a map where the equilevel contours C of the skin (at the highest plateau level) are superimposed on the equilevel contours of p over the same area. This figure shows clearly that most of the reflection occurs on the highest plateaus ; this coincides with the reality of reflection from irregular boundaries. 4 . A summary for intended outcomes and imposed assumptions of the included solutions. Item 
N°
The approximate solution.
(1) 03C1 &#x3E; is determined over the whole surface. (5) R(03B6') &#x3E; = R(v = 01). [2] give the exact formula for equation (16) (6) and from equation (2) So the reflected field E2o is written :
with 0 ~ R 1. For a vertically polarized incident wave.
Ro is the distance of the observation point from the origin [1] .
